PALLET FORKS

5,500 LB. PALLET FORK - PF5.5K/PFW5.5K
48" Wide unit, available in full back or walk through models
Combined fork capacity of 5,500 lbs. at 24" load center
1½" x 4" x 48" pallet forks, 1¼" x 4" fork rail
Adjustable forks accessible from front or back
Rolled top design, no sharp corners for safe work environment
High visibility back guard and side steps standard
Universal and Euro attachments standard, other attachments available
6,000 LB. PALLET FORK PF6K/PFW6K
Available in 48" or 60" widths, with full back or walk through models
Combined fork capacity of 6,000 lbs. at 24" load center
1¾" x 4" x 48" or 54" pallet forks, 1¼" x 4" fork rail
10,000 LB. PALLET FORK PF10K72-60
72" Wide unit with full see through back (Not pictured)
Combined fork capacity of 10,000 Ibs. at 24" load center
2" x 6" x 60" pallet forks
Recommended for Pay Loaders
SHAFT PALLET
FORK - PFS8K/
PFS10K
8K Unit has 8,000 Ib.
combined fork capacity at
24" load center Available in
48" or 60" widths, has a 2"
tempered shaft and 2" x 4" x
48" pallet forks
10K Unit has 10,000 Ib.
combined fork capacity at
24" load center
Available in 60" or 72" widths,
has a 2½" tempered shaft and 2" x 5" x 48" pallet forks
Frame fabricated with all alloy steel
Universal and Euro standard, other attachments available

USA Made Forks
USA Forged Fork Rails
HYDRAULIC PALLET
FORK - PF6K48-H
48" Wide unit
Combined fork capacity of
6,000 lbs. at 24" load center
2" x 4" x 48" pallet forks with
two 2" heat treated shafts
Two 2" x 18" hydraulic cylinder
with casted greasable ends
Heat treated cylinder pins for
strength and wearability,
cylinder cover protect cylinder
and hoses
Rolled top design, no sharp corners for safe work environment
Walk through with high visibility back guard and side steps standard
Universal and Euro attachments standard, other attachments available

PALLET FORK GRAPPLE - PFG6K
48" Wide unit
Combined fork capacity of 6,000 lbs. at 24" load center
2" x 4" x 48" pallet forks, 1¼" x 4" fork rail
Adjustable forks accessible from front or back, side step is standard
Rolled top design, no sharp corners for safe work environment
Double hinged grapple, 2½" hydraulic cylinder with casted greasable ends
Heat treated cylinder pins for strength and wearability, cylinder cover
protect cylinder and hoses
1¾" pivot pins with bushings, greasable at all pivot points
Universal and Euro attachments standard, other attachments available
PALLET FORK DUAL GRAPPLE - PFDG6K
60" Wide unit, comes with 2" x 4" x 48" pallet forks
Designed like the Pallet Fork Grapple, with dual independent grapples for
better handling of uneven material
(Not pictured)
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